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We design and demonstrate a type of multiplexed hologram by nanoscaters inside a dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguide with guided-wave illuminations. The mode division multiplexed hologram (MDMH) is fulfilled by the scattering of guided waves to free space with respect to different modes. According to different mode numbers, these guided modes have different responses to the multiplexed hologram, and then give rise to different holographic images in reconstructions. In experiments, we show two kinds of MDMHs based on TM0/TE1 and TE0/TE1 modes as examples. Our approach could enrich the holography method that favors on-chip integration.
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Controlling light to transfer more information has always been the pursuit of people, not only in optical communications but also in imaging systems. Holography is such a general approach in optical phenomena that enables the recording and reconstruction of the full amplitude and phase information of an object. With the invention of computer-generated holograms, people are able to create holograms of virtual objects that do not exist in reality. Compared with conventional holograms (e.g., by a spatial light modulator), the recently developed metasurface with subwavelength pixels is able to carry optical information with more flexible modulations in amplitude, phase, polarization, etc., and a wider field of view (FOV) that provides people with a superb hologram with enhanced imaging performance. However, despite its ultra-thin advantage, a metasurface still needs external illumination from an outside light source, which is not conducive to its on-chip integration. A surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is a possible carrier for compact photonic integration due to its strong field confinement at the metal surface. Progress has been reported in its near-field manipulations such as focusing, a Bragg mirror, and beam engineering. More recently, the near-field propagating SPP wave has also been engineered for free-space beams and even holographic imaging by carefully designing the surface scatterers. It possibly indicates a kind of compact on-chip display devices. Nevertheless, the huge Ohmic loss of the plasmonic mode severely restricts its applications in large-area holograms. In addition, the singlet TM polarization nature of an SPP limits the capacity of multiple modes.

In fact, people have developed dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides (DLPWs) to optimize the mode confinement and propagation loss. When the dielectric layer is thick enough, a DLPW is able to carry more guided modes, including the transverse electric (TE) field ones, which have less mode field inside the metal part and exhibit a much lower loss. Such a kind of mode demultiplexer has been demonstrated in in-plane mode focusing, which indicates a possible application of the out-of-plane hologram like the SPP does. In this Letter, we extend the multiplexed hologram by SPP scattering to the DLPW in which both TM and TE and their higher-ordered modes can be used for scattering holography. Unlike the previous SPP propagation-dependent multiplexing, this new proposed mode division multiplexed hologram (MDMH) can generate multiple free-space images in the same input direction as the guided modes. Here, holographic images multiplexed both in TM/TE and TE0/TE1 modes are designed and demonstrated by well-arranged nanohole scatterings for proper guided-mode illuminations. Our approach provides a new dimension of multiplexed recording that enhances the information capacity.

First, it is necessary to introduce the diffraction process to manipulate the guided-mode holograms in the DLPW. A novel phase modulation method for propagating plane waves by in-plane diffractions from nonperiodic nanorays was first introduced in SPP systems. By defining nanoscaters at proper locations, the phase of the propagating field can be selected for the diffracted beam engineering, e.g., Airy SPP, collimated SPP, and winding SPP. This in-plane diffraction method was further extended to out-of-plane beam engineering and holography on one hand and to mode division multiplexing (MDM) focusing in DLPW systems on the other hand. Here, we incorporate the DLPW modes into multiplexed holograms by defining the corresponding phase evolution of the diffracted guided modes, which can be written as

\[ \varphi_{\text{obj}}(x, y) = \varphi_0 + k_{\text{GM}} \cdot l + 2\pi x, \]

where \( \varphi_0 \) is the constant initial phase of the guide wave, \( k_{\text{GM}} \) is the wave vector of the guided mode, \( l \) is the
propagating direction of the guided waves, \( m \) is the integer number, and \( \varphi_{\text{res}}(x, y) \) is the required phase distribution for the hologram. From Eq. (1), it can be found that the phase evolution is closely related with the wave vector of the guided modes. Therefore, it is capable of recording information from multiple objects into a single hologram pattern.

Before getting into the experimental details, we need to analyze the mode properties in the DLPW. Figure 1(a) shows the calculated theoretical mode curve. It is evident that more guided modes are accommodated with increasing dielectric layer thickness. There are two \( \text{SiO}_2 \) layer thicknesses marked in Fig. 1(a) that have different modes in the waveguides. In the single-mode condition, the 200 nm thickness (the green line) is selected because there is only one TE mode and one TM mode in the waveguide. In the multimode condition, the 500 nm thickness (the orange line) is selected because there is only one TE mode and one TM mode in the waveguide. The symbols are the experimental data and the continuous curves are the exponential fittings. According to the results, TE modes are able to propagate for about 60 \( \mu \)m, nearly twice as much as SPPs (about 30 \( \mu \)m).

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows the design of the DLPW. The guided modes are launched from a focused He–Ne laser (\( \lambda_0 = 633 \) nm) by a coupling grating and then propagate into well-arranged nanoscatterers. \( \text{SiO}_2 \) (refractive index of \( n = 1.46 \) at \( \lambda_0 = 633 \) nm) is chosen as the dielectric layer. Figure 2(c) schematically shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated sample. In the experiment, the grating and nanoscatterers were fabricated by a focused ion beam (FIB, dual-beam FEI Helios 600i, 30 kV, 40 pA) milling on a 300 nm thickness silver film that has been deposited on a 0.5 mm thickness quartz substrate. By carefully optimizing the experimental results, suitable structural parameters of the nanoscatterers were determined. All the rectangular-hole nanoscatterers were 300 nm in length, 100 nm in width, and 80 nm in depth. The orientations of the nanoscatterers were with a uniform 45° as shown in the zoom-in SEM image in Fig. 2(c), and can rotate the polarization of the scattered image to 45° to filter out the background noise to some extent in imaging measurement. Afterward, \( \text{SiO}_2 \) was deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Oxford Plasmalab 80 Plus, 300°C) on the silver film.

According to the MDM method introduced above, the designed object imaging could be reconstructed by a proper guided wave illumination on a well-arranged nanoscatterers hologram. It is necessary to mention that holography has a broadband effect that might lead to crosstalk when we use different modes for multiplexing. Fortunately, such a reconstruction cannot be totally fulfilled by other guided modes for their unsatisfied phase evolutions. Here, taking the focusing case and a 200 nm thickness single-mode waveguide for example, the effective mode indices of TM\(_0\) and TE\(_0\) are 1.53 and 1.13, respectively. The designed hologram is obtained by the interference of a spherical wave from a point source (\( z = 25 \mu \)m) and a TM\(_0\) mode propagating along the +\( x \) direction (30 \( \mu \)m × 30 \( \mu \)m in size) as shown in Fig. 3(a), which means a reference TM\(_0\) mode propagating in the +\( x \) direction in...
the reconstruction process. When we excite the TM₀ in the +x direction, a free-space spherical wave can be reconstructed by guided-mode scattering, which rightly gives rise to a focusing spot, as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, if we excite the TE₀ [shown in Fig. 3(c)], the scattered wave will focus on a deformed spot with a large location shift, and its intensity is much lower than (only about 20%) that of the TM₀ mode [shown in Fig. 3(d)]. Therefore, this crosstalk should be very weak and does not influence the demultiplexed holographic imaging. On this basis, we could possibly find a way to record multiple objects into a single hologram structure on a DLPW by using different guided-mode illuminations.

For a good MDMH, a suitable design of the nanoscat- terers distribution is important. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the 30 μm × 30 μm hologram pattern of a single object letter ‘E’ with respect to the TE₀ mode as the reference wave and letter ‘M’ with respect to the TM₀ mode as the reference wave, respectively. The overlapped hologram pattern for two holographic images is shown in Fig. 4(c) and the zoom-in figure is presented in Fig. 4(d). The reference waves are both propagating along the +x direction, so the phase curvatures are in similar profiles, which makes them have less crossings [shown in Fig. 4(e)]. Here, there are only about hundreds of crossings between the two hologram profiles, which are not enough to reconstruct the multiplexed images. Then we select points from TE₀’s hologram and TE₁’s hologram to cover the entire sample randomly and one by one, which can guarantee that the ratio of them is 1 : 1. After that, the number of nanoscat- terers is extended to about 3000. The final designed hologram structure with a well-selected nanoscat- terers array is shown in Fig. 4(f).

Due to the different losses and polarizations of TM and TE modes, two kinds of MDM holography are carried out in experiments. One is the TM/TE-based MDMH, in which the guided modes can be launched by the same grating (according to a certain bandwidth) coupling by different polarization incidences. The sample was fabricated by FIB etching on silver film with PECVD depositing a 200 nm thick SiO₂ to guarantee the lowest TE mode (TE₀) supported. When a vertically polarized laser is incident on the grating of sample, the TE₀ mode will be excited and propagate into the well-designed nanoscat- terers hologram [shown in Fig. 5(a)]. When the polarization of the incident laser turns to horizontal, the coupled mode will change to TM₀ [shown in Fig. 5(c)]. Since the TM mode has a larger loss, this hologram sample was designed in a size of 30 μm × 30 μm, identical to the previous SPP case[2]. To demonstrate this approach, a multiplexed hologram encoding phase information on 10 μm × 10 μm capital letters ‘E’ and ‘M’ is designed. Figures 5(b) and 5(d) show the experimental results of the demultiplexed holographic images at an image plane at 25 μm distance. Although there is some background noise, two holographic images composed of a series of points can be clearly observed with almost no crosstalk.

The other approach is to multiplex multimodes in the same polarization and take the TE₀/TE₁-based MDMH as an example. The SiO₂ thickness is chosen to be 500 nm to support both TE₀ and TE₁, whose effective refractive indices are 1.38 and 1.09, respectively. In the experiments, to exactly excite these two modes, two gratings with a large number of slits (41 in total) with different grating constants were used to launch the TE₀ and
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**Fig. 4.** (a) and (b) The 30 μm × 30 μm hologram patterns of a single object letter ‘E’ with respect to the TE₀ mode as the reference wave and letter ‘M’ with respect to the TM₀ mode as the reference wave, respectively; (c) the overlapped hologram pattern for two holographic images, and (d) the zoom-in figure; (e) shared scatterers between two hologram patterns; (f) the final designed hologram structure with a well-selected nanoscat- terers array.
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**Fig. 5.** (a) and (c) The SEM images of a couple-in grating and a multiplexed hologram by TE₀ and TM₀. The size of the nanoscat- terers array is 30 μm × 30 μm due to the loss of TM mode. The red arrow in the upper-right corner represents the polariza-tion of the incident lights and the red arrow in the center-left with the letters ‘TE’ or ‘TM’ represents the excited guided mode. (b) and (d) The experimental measurements of the capital letters ‘E’ and ‘M’ images decoded from the multiplexed hologram according to TE and TM mode excitation, respectively.
The periods of the gratings in (a) and (c) are equal to the effective wavelengths of TE$_0$ and TE$_1$, respectively. The periods of the gratings in (a) and (c) are equal to the effective wavelengths of TE$_0$ and TE$_1$, respectively. (b) and (d) The experimental measurements of the number of ‘0’ and ‘1’ images decoded from the multiplexed hologram according to TE$_0$ and TE$_1$ mode excitation, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) and (c) The SEM images of the totally same multiplexed hologram by TE$_0$ and TE$_1$ but different couple-in gratings with different periods. The size of the nanoscatteers arrays is 60 μm × 60 μm due to the low loss of the TE mode. The periods of the gratings in (a) and (c) are equal to the effective wavelengths of TE$_0$ and TE$_1$, respectively. From the figures, two images can be clearly distinguished and almost no crosstalk in despite of some background noise, which indicates that the higher-ordered MDMH is successful. This work was supported by the National Key R&D Program of China (Nos. 2017YFA0303700 and 2016YFA0202103), and the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Nos. 11674167 and 11621091). T. Li is thankful for the support of PAPD from Jiangsu Province and the Dengfeng Project B of Nanjing University.
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